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Feasibility of a NaI(Ti) SdntiHation Bar Deiector for Measurement 
of Radioactive Coniamination 
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Feasibility of a NaI(Tl) scintillation bar detector for吐lemeasurement ofradioactive contamination has been s切d・
ied. The scintillator has dimensions of 6.3 5x6.35x71.12cm3. Its surface is polished to obtain the information of posi-
tion圃 Twophotomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are mounted on both sides ofthe bar scintillator. The position where an inci舗

dent gamma-ray interacts with the scinti1lator is det自立凶ned企omthe difference of light output betw居間thetwo PMTs. 
百leenergy dis佐ibutiondeposited in the scintillator is obtained by summing up the output signals. For a collin1ated 
60CO source， the position and energy resolutiuns at the center of bar detectoτW紅白 3.1cm( FWHM ) and 6.3%以 the
energy of 1.33MeV， respectively. For a collimated 137CS source，也eresolutions were 3.4cm and 9.8%， respectively. 
For the 60CO point source，世lelead plates of lcm thick and 10cm length were used as a collin1ator with the interも叫s
of 5cm in order to prevent the spatial extent of radiation. Then， the source position placed at a distance of 10cm was 
identified wi白血世leintervals. These results show血atthe infonnation of energy and position of radioactive con-
tamination can be obtained usmg the simple bar detector. 
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1. Introduction 
In the evaluation of radioactive contamination on the 

floors of a nuc1ear faci1ity and on the large artic1es carried 
out企oma radioactive controlled area， it Is important to 

measure the position of radioactive contamination and to 

determine radioactive nuclides. Usually， the measurement of 
surface contamInation is conducted with a beta-ray detection 

system. For some nuc1ides (e.g. 54Mn)， however， it is dif百四

cult to apply the beta-ray detector. When the contamination 

p巴netratesinto a measured object， the measurement of 
beta-ray becomes difficult due to the surfa心巴 conditionof a 

object to be measured. Such cases require the measurement 

ofgamma回ray.If the photopeaks of gamma回rayare measured， 
the nuc1ides that cause the contamination can be simply de-
termined. In the e出cientmeasur巴mentfor the large con-
tamination areaヲ thedetection system with a large detection 
area and/or an array st叩 C仰向 isrequired.1， 2， 3) Such a system 

山 田llyneeds many electronics and thus a simple system 

would be preferable. 

In order to obt且inthe information of positions and 

gamma-ray energies with a relatively simple system， the 
feasibility of a NaI(Tり scinti1lationbar detector has been 

studied. This paper describes the characteristics of bar d巴圃

tector on the position and energy resolutions and its feasibil岨

ity for the measurement of radioactive contamination. 

n. NaI(TI) Scintillation Bar Detedor 
NaI(Tりscintillationbar detectors have been applied to 

gamma-ray imaging telescopes4， 5) and computed tomogra同

phy (CT) ins回 ments.6)The bar detector has two photomul圃
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tiplier印bes(PMTs) on both sides. When a photon interacts 
with the scintillator at a position of the bar detector， the scin-
tillation light measured at one end of the bar is attenuated 

according to the distance beiween the interaction position 

and the PMT. Hence， the position where an incident 
gamma-ray interacts with the scintil1ator can be determined 
企omthe difference of light output between the two PMTs. 

The optimization of the detector design was studied by 
Carter et a1..4) According to the liter副 lreラtheoptimum posi-

tion r巴solutiondepends on the detector length and the 1ight 
attenuatIon coefficient per length. In the application of bar 

detector to the telescope and the CT instrument， the 
high-resolution detector with the position resolution of a few 

millimeters has been required. Because the at土enu畠tioncoef-

ficient varies according to the reflectance of scintil1ator sur-
face and the dimensions on its cross-sectionラ thedimensions 
of scintil1ator are cons仕ainedby the coe田cient.If the di-

mensions of bar detector are determined in advance， the ad-
jus出lentof light attenuation coefficient is required to opti-

mize the position resolution. If the length increases， the at問

tenuation co己貸icientmust be reduced. It is difficu1t to pre掴

pare the high-resolution bar detector with the length exceeι 

ing an adjustable limit of attenuation coefficient. 
In the measurement of radioactive contamination for the 

large area， the high-resolution detector on the position is not 
necessary. In this studyタthedimensions of bar detector were 
determined for the convenience of handling. The position 

resolution was not optimized， but the surface of scintillator 
was polished to obtain the information of position by the 
attenuation of scintillation light inside itself. Figure 1 shows 
the schematic drawing of the measuring system with the bar 

detector四 it.The scintillator has dimensions of 6.35 x 6.35 x 
71.12cm3. The effective length is 69cm excluding both sides 

of the detector which are covered wIth the thick aluminum 

case. The surface of the scinti1lator is covered with an alu-
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shown in Fig. 2. The figure is i1lustrated拙 thes戸lthetic
result of responses measured at the intervals of 5cm along 
th巴 detectoraxis. The data of 1024 channels were com回

pr・essedinto that of 256 ones. The X and Y axes show the 
pulse聞heightsfrom th巴PMT-Bgnd thc PMT Aラ respectively.
When a photon int邑ractswIth the scIntillator at a distance x 
from the ce凶erofthe bar scintillator oflength L 但ig.1)， the 
signals EA， EB at both PMTs are given by 

E A = C Ee -o:(Ll2-x)ヲ(1)

EB = CEe-a(LI2+X)， (2) 

whereαis the light attenuation co岳町icientper length， CE is 

the signal given as a light q田 ntaat the interaction position 
From equation (1) and (2)， the relationship among both sig-
nals and the interaction position x c叩 bedescribed by 

EA-82GX 

E B 

Equation (3) shows that all the coordinat巴swith the same 
ratio of EAIEB denote the same interaction position of bar 
detector. For example， the straight line given in Fig. 2 shows 
that the interaction position is the center of detector (hereaf幽

ter the center position Is treated as the position of Ocm). The 

equ乱tionc組 bealso rewritten as the following equation with 
angle θbetween the 1ine and the X-axis. 

θ=岡市2o:x). (4) 

From equation (4)， the relationship between the interaction 
position x and the angle θcan be determined. The distribu-
tion of the counts on th巴linegives the pu1se-height distribu掴

tion. 
In Fig. 2， the curve passing through the coordinates cor圃

responding to the same energy (e.g. 1.33MeV) should be 
symmetric to the position of Ocm. However， the present dか
tector has a different response around the edges of the de-
tector. The main reaSOl1 would be the difference ofth巴sensl-

tivi ty for scinti1lωion light between the PMT _ A and PMT _ B 
due to the asyrnn附 γcouplingbetween the NaI倒的stal
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Dual-parameter Multichannel 
Analyzer 

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing ofNaI(TI) scintillation bar deiector 
unit and m伺 sunngsystem 

(3) 

minum cas巴 oflmm thick. Two photomultiplier旬bes
(PMTs) with a diameter of 5.08cm are mounted on both 
sides ofthe bar scintillator. The distribution of energy depos-
ited in the scintillator is 0 btained by surnming up the output 
signals企omboth PMTs. The signals企omthe PMTs were 
measured with a dual-par且metermultichannel 且nalyzer.

Therefore， the Interaction position and the deposited energy 
wer巴concu1Tentlyevalua匂dwith th巴simplemeasuring sys-
tem， and such information could be perceived visual1y目 The

pulse-height distributions from the PMTs were recorded in 
the memory of 1024 channels. 

In this study， the intrinsic position and en巴rgyresolutions 

for the bar det巴ctorwere measured and evaluated with col圃

limated sources. Apparent position resolutions of the detec-
tor w巴realso m巴asuredwith point sources， and an expe丘町
ment to dete灯ninethe position of radioactiv巴contamination 
was conducted. 
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III. Resu.lts and Disc臨時io:n
1. Positio阻 and Energy Resol阻tio廼S

Sources 
Whel1 the coincident sumals企omtwo PMTs were re-

‘ー'
corded with the dual圃parametermultichannel analyzer， the 
result was shown as two-dimel1sional plots. As an example 
ofplots， the detector response to a collimated 60Co sourc巴lS
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(a) Pulse-height dis仕ibutionfor collimated 60Co source 
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(b) Position distributions along the detector 

Fig. 3 Energy and position dis出butions
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and the light window. 
The pulse-height dis仕ibutionfor the collimated 60CO 

source placed at the position of Ocm is shown in Fig. 3 (a). 
Figure 3 (b) shows the position dis仕ibutionsalong th巴 de-
tector on the 1.33MeV photopeak for the collimated source 
placed at each 10cm interva1. These posi討onresolutions ob-
tained with the collimated sources are the in仕insiccharac-
teristics for the bar detector unit. At the position of Ocmラ the
energy and position resolutions evaluated仕omthe FWHMs 
were 6.3% and 3.lcm at the energy of 1.33MeY， respectively. 
For a col1imated 137Cs source， the energy and position reso・

lutions at the position of Ocm were 9.8% and 3.4cm， respec幽

tively. For the collimated 60Co source， the position resolu-
tions were agreed within 7% in the range from -20cm to 
20cm. For the 137Cs source， the resolutions were also within 
7%. 

2. Determination of Source Position with Collimaior 
Plates 
In the case of actual situation， it becomes difficult to deter-

mine the source position合omthe position distribution bか

cause由edis出butioncorresponds to the intensitydistribu-
tion of incident gamma-ray depending on the distance be-

tween the detector and the source. Figure 4 shows the posi-
tion distributions for the 1.33MeV photopeak. The 60Co 

-30 ー20 -10 0 10 20 30 

Position (cm) 
Fig. 4 Position dis仕ibutionsfor uncollimated 60Co source 
placed at various distances 
百lesquares， circles and triangles show the distances of 0， 
10 and 40cm， respectively. 

point source was placed at th巴 distanceof 0， 10 or 40cm 
above the position of Ocm. The apparent position resolutions 
evaluated仕omthe dis位ibutionsfor the distances of 0 and 
10cm were 5.2cm and 32.3cmラ respectively.For the distance 
of 40 cm， it was impossible to evaluate the apparent pos抗ion
resolution as the FWHM. As shown by Fig. 4， the position 
resolution given as the FWHM becomes poorer with in-

creasing the distance between the detector and the source. 
On the other hand， sum effect grows with decreasing the 
distance for cascade photonemitters. 

From the reasons above， the bar detector needs a col1ima-
tor to prevent the spatial extent ofradiation， and， when there 
are the nuclides emitting the cascade gamma-ray in the ra-

dioactive contamination， it is also important that the detector 

PMT A 

60CO Point 
Source 

Center PMT B 

Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of arrangement among collimator 
plates， bar detector and 60CO point source 

is kept away from th巴contaminationposition to reduce the 
sum effect. In order to meet both requirements， we applied a 
col1imator to the bar detector. The collimator with the inter-
vals of 5cm was prepared with lead plates of lcm由ickand 
10cm length. The arrangement of the c01limator plates is 
shown in Fig. 5. The measurement for the 60Co point source 

placed at the distance of 10 or 40cm above the position of 
Ocm was conducted with the collimator plates. The arrange同

ment among the source， the c01limator and the bar detector is 
also given in Fig. 5. The comparison ofposition distributions 
between without and with the collimator plates is shown in 
Fig. 6. In the figure， th巴distributionsmeasured with the col圃

limator are given as histograms with the intervals of 5cm 
For the distance of 10cm， the source position was identified 
within the int巴rvals.When the apparent position resolution 
was evaluated as the FWHM from the position distribution， 
th巴resolutionmeasured with the co1limator plates was about 
one sixth in comparison with that without吐lem.For the dis圃

tance of 40cm， while it is difficult to det巴rminethe source 
position without the collimator plates， it has become possible 
to determine the source position within about 25 cm with the 

collimator. The col1imator plates allowed the determination 
of contamination position in a few tens of cm from the de-
tector. 
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Fig. 6 Position distributions for 60Co point source without 
and with the lead collimator plates 
百lecircles and triangles show也edi甜 ibutionswithout 
collimator plates， and the solid histograms show with one. 
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compared to without them. Improvement of position resolu国

tion is accompanied by the reduction of detection efficiency. 
If the aimed nuclide is a single photon emitter， there is no 

little influence of sum effect to the result of measurement. If 
the suitable collimator plates ar巴 se1ecteddepending on the 
aimed nuclides， the bar detector is effective1y applicab1e to 
the measurement of radioactive contamination. 
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From th巴resu1tsmentioned above， it was made up clear 
that the NaIσ1) scintillation bar det巴ctormade it possible to 
determine the radioactive contamination position. 

IV， Conclusion 

The feasibility of N aIσ1) scintil1ation bar detector for the 
measurem巴ntof radioactive contamination has been studied. 

When the intrinsic position and energy reso1utions were 
measured along the bar detector with the col1imated source， 
they were comparatively constant excluding both sid巴sof 

det巴ctorwhere the coupling between the NaIσ1) crystal and 
the light window wou1d be incomplete. In order to determin巴
the point source position， collimatorplates with the intervals 
of5cm w巴reapplied to the bar detector to prevent the spatia1 
extent of radiation. Then， the 60Co source position placed at a 
distance of 10cm was identified within the intervals. These 

resu1ts shows that the information of energy and position of 
radioactive contamination can be obtained using the simple 
bar detector. 

京市enthe distanc巴企omthe contamination position and 
the suit油leco1limator plate are se1ected depending on the 
aimed nuclides， the bar detector can be effectively田 edas 
the contamination monitor. 

3. Considera姐OD.ill. Application of tbe Bar Detedor to 
Contamination Monitor 
When the bar d巴tectoris applied to the measurement of 

the contamination， the influence of sum effect should be 
considered. In the measurement of gamma-ray peaks and the 
evaluation of radioactivity， the sum peak increases the un-
certainty. Figure 7 shows the difference of sum effect due to 
the position where the 60Co point sour∞is p1aced. The 
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Fig. 7 Sum巴:ffectfor cascades 
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sOUTce was placed at the distance of 0， 10 or 40cm above the 
position of Ocm. The measurement was conducted without 
the collimator plates. The pulse-height distribution was nor回

malized on th巴 radioactivityof source. For the nuclides 
emitting the cascade gamma国rays，it is desirable to reduce 
the probabi1ity of sum effect. For the 60Co source p1aced at 
the distanc巴ofOcm， the ratio of the sum peak counts to the 
1.33MeV peak ones reached 19%， while， when the distance 
between the source and the detector incr巴asedto only 10cmラ

the ratio reduced to 2%. 
In the actual measurement， the detection efficiency is a1so 

th巴importantfactor. The distance and the collimator affect 
the efficiency. When the distance between the so町 田 andthe 
bar detector increased from Ocm to 10cm， the detection e出戸
ciency without th巴 collimatorp1ates for th巴 1.33MeV pho-
topeak area was reduced by about 70%. On this condition of 
source position， the col1imator plates were applied to the bar 
detector. Tablel shows the ratio of detection efficiency be-
tween without and with the collimator p1at巴s.The efficiency 
with the collimator p1ates was reduced by about 60% 

Table1 Co直lparisonof det怠氾tionefficiency between without and 
withco1limator plates 

With collimator 

plates 
Without collimator 

plates 
Distance 
(cm) 

0.0066 0.017 10 
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